
Chapter 14
Creating More Credible and Persuasive
Recommender Systems: The Influence of Source
Characteristics on Recommender System
Evaluations

Kyung-Hyan Yoo and Ulrike Gretzel

Abstract Whether users are likely to accept the recommendations provided by a rec-
ommender system is of utmost importance to system designers and the marketers
who implement them. By conceptualizing the advice seeking and giving relation-
ship as a fundamentally social process, important avenues for understanding the
persuasiveness of recommender systems open up. Specifically, research regarding
the influence of source characteristics, which is abundant in the context of human-
human relationships, can provide an important framework for identifying potential
influence factors. This chapter reviews the existing literature on source character-
istics in the context of human-human, human-computer, and human-recommender
system interactions. It concludes that many social cues that have been identified as
influential in other contexts have yet to be implemented and tested with respect to
recommender systems. Implications for recommender system research and design
are discussed.

14.1 Introduction

Recommender systems are taking on an important role in supporting online users
during complex decision-making processes by providing personalized advice [7].
Yet, although recommender systems make recommendations based on often sophis-
ticated data mining and analysis techniques, it cannot be automatically implied that
the advice provided by a system will always be accepted by its users. Whether
a recommendation is seen as credible advice and actually taken into account not
only depends on users’ perceptions of the recommendation but also of the sys-
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tem as the advice-giver. The traditional persuasion literature suggests that people
are more likely to accept recommendations from credible sources [99]. Accord-
ingly, it has recently been argued that considering the credibility of recommender
systems is important in increasing the likelihood of recommendation acceptance
[139, 36, 28, 56, 94]. The question is how the credibility of recommender systems
can be enhanced.

Recent research regarding the persuasiveness of technology suggests that tech-
nologies can be more credible and persuasive when leveraging social aspects that
elicit social responses from their human users [88, 36]. This notion emphasizes the
role of recommender systems as quasi-social actors, and thus, persuasive sources of
advice whose characteristics influence the perceptions of their users. Various influ-
ential source characteristics have been investigated in the traditional persuasion lit-
erature based on human-human communication. Most importantly, recent research
in the context of human-computer interaction found that these source characteristics
are also important when humans interact with technologies [36, 37, 91, 108]. With
regards to recommender systems, some studies exist that have investigated the vari-
ous influences of system characteristics when users evaluate systems as well as rec-
ommendations [106, 76, 94, 24, 105]. While these findings provide good examples
of source characteristics that help to develop more credible recommender systems,
still many possibly influential source characteristics have not been examined.

Consequently, this chapter seeks to provide a synopsis of credibility-related re-
search to draw attention to source characteristics which likely play a role in rec-
ommender system credibility evaluations. For that purpose, this chapter will first
give an overview of the source characteristics found influential in traditional in-
terpersonal advice seeking relationships. Then, source characteristics which have
been studied in the context of human and computer interaction and, in particular,
in the recommender systems realm will be discussed. Finally, the chapter identi-
fies research gaps in terms of source characteristics that have yet to be examined
in the context of recommender systems. Overall, by exploring existing findings and
identifying important knowledge gaps, this chapter seeks to provide insights for rec-
ommender system researchers as far as future research needs are concerned. It also
aims at providing practical implications for recommender system designers who
seek to enhance the credibility of the recommender systems they build. Note that
this chapter focuses on perceptions of the recommender system as a whole. The is-
sue of trust in those who provide the ratings used to derive recommendations is dealt
with in Chapter 20 Trust and Recommendations.

14.2 Recommender Systems as Social Actors

Most existing recommender system studies have viewed recommender systems as
software tools and have largely neglected their social role in the interaction with
users. More recent studies, however, argue that computer applications like recom-
mender systems need to be understood as “social actors” [108]. Nass and Moon [91]
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urged that people construct social relationships with machines including computers,
and apply social rules in their interactions with technology. Indeed, a good number
of past empirical studies have shown that individuals form social relationships with
technology and that these social relationships form the basis for interactions with
the technology [38, 81, 89, 92, 100, 107].

Recent recommender system studies also support this “Computers as Social Ac-
tors” paradigm. Wang and Benbasat [134], for instance, found that users not only
perceive recommender systems as having human characteristics and, consequently,
treat systems as social actors, but that such social perceptions influence system eval-
uations. Specifically, their experiment demonstrated that recommender system users
perceived human characteristics such as benevolence and integrity when they inter-
acted with online recommendation agents. Benevolence and integrity are important
dimensions of trust and the users’ trust in agents was found to significantly affect
perceived usefulness of agents as well as intentions to adopt the agents. Al-Natour,
Benbasat and Cenfetelli [3] also argued that online shopping assistants are perceived
as social actors, and that users attribute personality and behavioral traits to them.
Similarly, Bonhard and Sasse [12] insisted that understanding the social embedding
of a recommendation can be a key to generating more useful, trustworthy and un-
derstandable recommendations. In addition, the findings by Aksoy et al. [2] suggest
that the similarity rule is also applied when humans interact with recommender sys-
tems. The study found that a user is more likely to use a recommender agent when it
generates recommendations in a way similar to the user’s decision-making process.
These studies all support the need for a social focus in recommender system re-
search. Recommender systems need to be understood as communication sources to
which theories developed for human-human communication apply. One set of such
theories relates to the impact of source characteristics on persuasion likelihood and
outcomes. The fundamental assumption of these theories is that credible sources are
more effective persuaders.

14.3 Source Credibility

Credibility is not an intrinsic characteristic of a source; rather, the decision regard-
ing a communicator’s credibility depends on how the message recipient perceives
the source [99, 77, 117]. Thus, source credibility can be defined as judgments made
by a message receiver concerning the believability of a communicator [37]. Reviews
of source credibility studies by McGuire [75] concluded that a more credible source
is preferred and also more persuasive. A good number of past studies confirm that
source credibility is positively correlated with influence on message recipients’ atti-
tudes and behavioral intentions as well as behaviors [42, 46, 64, 118, 119].

Credibility is generally described as comprising multiple dimensions [13, 39,
102, 117]. Although the literature suggests various dimensions of credibility, most
researchers agree that it is comprised of two key elements: trustworthiness and
expertise [99, 37, 36, 109]. Both trustworthiness and expertise have been studied
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extensively and have also been addressed in the context of recommender systems
[140].

14.3.1 Trustworthiness

Trustworthiness of a source refers to aspects such as character or personal integrity
[99]. Intentions are also seen as instrumental in determining the trustworthiness
of a source. A source whose intent it is to persuade is perceived as less trustwor-
thy than one without persuasive intent [102]. Consequently, trustworthiness is of-
ten described by terms such as well-intentioned, truthful, and unbiased [37]. Mayer,
Davis, and Schoorman [70] conceptualized benevolence and integrity as dimensions
of trustworthiness. Delgado-Ballester [26] identified reliability and intentions as im-
portant trustworthiness dimensions. Fogg [36] identified key points that affect the
perceptions of trustworthiness: 1) a source is fair and unbiased; 2) a source would
argue against their own interest; and 3) a source has perceived similarity. In the
context of recommender systems, Xiao and Benbasat [138] propose to test benev-
olence and integrity of recommender systems, with benevolence being defined as
the recommender system’s caring about the user and acting in the user’s interest,
and integrity being described as the recommender system’s adherence to a set of
principles (e.g. honesty) that the user finds acceptable.

14.3.2 Expertise

Mayer et al. [70] describe expertise as the ability of a source to have influence in a
certain domain. Fogg et al. [37] conceptualize it using terms such as knowledgeable,
experienced, and competent; thus, this dimension seems to capture the perceived
knowledge and skill of the source. Similarly, O’Keefe [99] referred to expertise as
competence, expertness, or qualification. Fogg [36] provides many examples for
cues that lead to perceptions of expertise such as labels that proclaim one as an ex-
pert, appearance cues, and documentation of accomplishments. Xiao and Benbasat
[138] describe the competence of a recommender system as the system’s ability,
skills, and expertise to perform effectively.

14.3.3 Influences on Source Credibility

Whether a source is perceived as having expertise and being trustworthy depends to
a great extent on its characteristics. Thus, source characteristics serve as important
cues in human judgment. Humans are often not aware of the influence of such cues,
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as they are typically processed through the peripheral rather than the central route
of cognitive processing and are, therefore, not elaborated on [103].

14.4 Source Characteristics Studied in Human-Human
Interactions

Hovland and his colleagues [55] argued that one of the main classes of stimuli that
determine the success of persuasive attempts can be summarized as the observable
characteristics of the perceived message source. They specifically identified percep-
tions of source credibility as a direct result of the observations of particular source
cues. Not surprisingly, many researchers have since investigated various communi-
cator characteristics which influence source credibility judgments in human-human
interactions.

14.4.1 Similarity

It is unquestionably the case that perceived similarities or dissimilarities between
source and audience can influence the audience’s judgment of source credibility
[99]. In general, homophily theory [65] states that humans like similar others. How-
ever, the relation between similarity and the dimensions of credibility appears to be
complex.

14.4.1.1 Expertise Judgments

Past empirical studies show contradicting results with respect to similarity and
source expertise judgments. For example, Mills and Kimble [78] found that similar
others are seen as having greater expertise than dissimilar others. However, Delia
[27] observed that similarity between the source and the message receiver makes
the receiver see the source less as an expert. In contrast, some studies found that
similarity does not make any difference in source expertise judgments [126, 6].

14.4.1.2 Trustworthiness Judgments

The perceived similarity of the message source also has varying effects on perceived
trustworthiness of the communicator. O’Keefe [99] suggested that perceived attitu-
dinal similarities can influence the receiver’s liking for the source, and enhanced
liking for the source is commonly accompanied by enhanced judgments of the com-
municator’s trustworthiness. However, Atkinson et al. [6] found that ethnic similar-
ity and dissimilarity did not influence the perceived trustworthiness of the source,
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while Delia [27] observed that similarity sometimes diminished trustworthiness per-
ceptions.

Reflecting on the complex nature of the relationship between similarity and judg-
ments of the communicator’s credibility, O’Keefe [99] noted that the effects of per-
ceived similarities on judgments of communicator credibility depend on whether,
and how, the receiver perceives these as relevant to the issue at hand. Thus, different
types of similarity likely have different effects in different communication contexts.

14.4.2 Likeability

People mindlessly tend to agree with those who are seen as likable [15]. Liking
refers to the affective bond that an individual may feel toward another person [122].
Research generally supports the assumption that liked communicators are more ef-
fective influence agents than are disliked communicators [30, 40, 111] and lika-
bility has been labeled a persuasion tactic and a scheme of self-presentation [21].
O’Keefe [99] stressed enhanced liking for the source is commonly accompanied by
enhanced judgments of the communicator’s trustworthiness. Further, a number of
studies found that similarity increases likeability [18, 19, 52].

There is also some evidence indicating that the receiver’s liking of the communi-
cator can influence judgments of the communicator’s trustworthiness, although not
judgments of the communicator’s expertise [99, 66].

14.4.3 Symbols of Authority

Evidence presented in the persuasion literature indicates that we often embrace the
mental shortcut of assuming that people who simply display symbols of authority
such as titles, tailors and tone should be listened to [109, 11, 51, 41, 104]. Hofling
et al. [51] found that something simple as the title “Dr.” made subjects perceive a
source as credible and was surprisingly effective as a compliance-gaining device.
Similarly, a number of studies reported that cues like the communicator’s educa-
tion, occupation, training, and amount of experience influence a message receiver’s
perceptions of source credibility. For example, Hewgill & Miller [50] manipulated
the occupations of the communicator (Professor vs. High school sophomore) for
the same message and found that those subjects who were informed that the mes-
sage had been written by a professor evaluated both the source and the message as
significantly more credible.

Uniforms and well-tailored business suits are another recognized symbol of au-
thority that can influence credibility judgment and bring about mindless compliance
[109, 21]. The findings of Bickman [11] indicate that a person wearing a security
guard’s uniform who asks strangers to do things could produce significantly more
compliance than a person wearing street clothes. Sebastian and Bristow [116] re-
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vealed that formally dressed individuals achieved greater credibility ratings than
individuals who dressed informally.

14.4.4 Styles of Speech

A number of studies exist which suggest that the style of speech can influence
speaker credibility judgments. For instance, several studies have demonstrated that
communicators can enhance their trustworthiness when they provide both sides of
the argument - the pros and the cons - rather than arguing only in their own fa-
vor [31, 121]. Cooper, Bennett and Sukel [23] suggest that people evaluate the
speaker’s expertise higher when he/she spoke in complex, difficult-to-understand
terms. This indicates that experts may be most persuasive when nonexperts can-
not understand the details of what they are saying [109]. Several investigators have
found that with increasing numbers of nonfluencies in a speech, speakers are rated
significantly lower on expertise judgments [73, 14, 32, 115] and the speaking rate
can also influence credibility judgments, although the evidence for this effect is not
as clear as for others [98, 1, 45, 68, 63]. Also, citing sources of evidence appears to
enhance perceptions of the communicator’s expertise and trustworthiness [35, 72].

14.4.5 Physical Attractiveness

A number of studies have found that physically attractive communicators are more
persuasive [54, 123]. Eagly et al. [29] explained that there appears to be a positive
reaction to good physical appearance that generalizes to favorable trait perceptions
such as a talent, kindness, honesty and intelligence. The effects of physical attrac-
tiveness are seen as influencing indirectly, especially by means of influence on the
receiver’s liking for the communicator [99].

14.4.6 Humor

Previous studies found effects of humor when message receivers evaluate the com-
municator’s credibility. However, the specific effects varied across different studies.
A number of studies found positive effects of humor on communicator trustworthi-
ness judgments but rarely on judgments of expertise [20, 44, 129]. When positive
effects of humor were found, the effects tended to enhance the audience’s liking of
the communicator and this liking helped increase perceptions of trustworthiness. In
contrast, some researchers found that the use of humor can decrease the audience’s
liking for the communicator, the perceived trustworthiness, and even the perceived
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expertise of the source when the use of humor is perceived as excessive or inappro-
priate for the context [17, 86, 130].

14.5 Source Characteristics in Human-Computer Interactions

It seems obvious that a computer is a tool or medium and not an actor in social life.
However, media equation theory suggests that individuals’ interactions with com-
puters, television sets, and new media are fundamentally social and natural, just like
interactions in real life [108]. This theory thus argues that the technologies should
be understood as social actors not just tools or media. Based on this new paradigm,
a growing number of studies have investigated how certain social characteristics of
the technologies influence their users’ perceptions and behaviors.

Similarity between a computer and its users was found to be important when
computer users evaluated the computer and its contents [91, 36]. For example, Nass
and Moon [91] report that computers that convey similar personality types are more
persuasive. In their study, dominant participants were more attracted to, assigned
greater intelligence to, and conformed more with a dominant computer compared to
a submissive computer. Submissive participants reacted the same way to the submis-
sive computer as opposed to the dominant computer, despite the essentially identical
content. Nass, Isbister and Lee [90] also revealed the effects of demographic sim-
ilarity. Their study found that computer users perceived computer agents as more
attractive, trustworthy, persuasive and intelligent when same-ethnicity agents were
presented.

Presenting authority symbols has also been identified as an influential factor
when people interact with technology. Nass and Moon [91] found that a television
set labeled as a specialist was perceived as providing better content than a television
set labeled as a generalist. Fogg [36] also posited that computing technology that
assumes roles of authority is more persuasive. He argued that websites displaying
awards or third-party endorsements such as seals of approval will be perceived as
more credible.

A number of studies [90, 93] argue that the demographic characteristics of com-
puter agents influence users’ perceptions. Nass et al. [93] illustrated that people
apply gender and ethnicity stereotypes to computers. Specifically, their study found
that people evaluated the tutor computer as significantly more competent and like-
able when it was equipped with a male voice than a female voice. They also found
that the female-voiced computer was perceived as a better teacher of love and re-
lationships and a worse teacher of computing than a male-voiced computer, even
though they performed identically.

In addition, the use of language such as flattery [38], apology [132] and politeness
[71] has been identified as factors which make a difference in computer users’ per-
ceptions and behaviors. Further, the physical attractiveness of computer agents was
found to matter. The findings by Nass, Isbister and Lee [90] indicate that computer
users prefer to look at and interact with computer agents that are more attractive.
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Finally, humor has also been tested in the human-computer interaction context.
Morkes, Kernal and Nass [83] found that computers which display humor are rated
as more likeable. Yet, findings related to greater perceptions of similarity based on
humor and greater length of interaction that were found for human-human interac-
tions could not be replicated in the human-computer context.

14.6 Source Characteristics in Human-Recommender System
Interactions

If computers are seen as social actors, interactions with recommender systems
should also be conceptualized as interactions that are fundamentally social. Espe-
cially systems that provide direct feedback based on explicit user inputs exhibit
qualities that are generally associated with social exchanges.

In the existing recommender system literature, a number of previous studies has
investigated how specific characteristics of recommender systems influence users’
system evaluations. Xiao and Benbasat [138] classified the various characteristics
that have been studied as being associated with either recommender system type,
input, process or output design. See Chapters 8, 15 and 16.

Also with the increasing interest in and use of embodied agents in recommender
systems, a growing number of studies have investigated the effects of embodied
agents’ characteristics. Thus, in the following subsections, these previously identi-
fied influential source characteristics will be reviewed.

14.6.1 Recommender system type

Recommender systems come in different shapes and forms and can be classified
based on filtering methods, decision strategies or amount of support provided by
the recommender systems [138]. A number of previous studies have discussed the
advantages and disadvantages of these different types of recommender systems
[5, 69, 16]. Different filtering methods were compared and it was found that hy-
brid recommender systems that combine collaborative filtering and content filtering
are evaluated as more helpful than traditional systems that use a pure collaborative
filtering technique [113, 114]. Burke [16] also confirmed that hybrid recommender
systems provide more accurate predictions of users’ preferences. Regarding the
different decision strategies used in recommender systems, compensatory recom-
mender systems have been suggested to lead to greater trust, perceived usefulness
and satisfaction than non-compensatory recommender systems [138]. They have
also been found to increase users’ confidence in their product choices [33]. As far
as the amount of support provided by recommender systems is concerned, Xiao and
Benbasat [138] argued that needs-based systems rather than feature-based systems
help users better recognize their needs and more accurately answer the preference-
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elicitation questions, thus resulting in better decision quality. Needs-based systems
are therefore recommended for novice users [34].

14.6.2 Input characteristics

Input characteristics of recommender systems include those cues that are related
with the preference elicitation method, ease of generating new/additional recom-
mendations and the amount of control users have when interacting with the recom-
mender systems’ preference elicitation interface [138]. A number of previous find-
ings suggest that characteristics associated with recommender system input design
influence system users’ evaluations. Xiao and Benbasat [138] specifically argued
that the preference elicitation method (implicit vs. explicit) influences users’ eval-
uation of the system. They proposed that an implicit preference elicitation method
leads to greater perceived ease of use of and satisfaction with the recommender sys-
tem while explicit elicitation is considered to be more transparent by users and leads
to better decision quality.

Allowing users more control was also found to be an influential factor when eval-
uating systems. West et al. [137] posited that giving more control to system users
will increase their trust and satisfaction with the system. Indeed, a recent study [76]
found that users who used user-controlled interfaces reported higher user satisfac-
tion than users who interacted with system-controlled and mixed-initiative recom-
mender systems. In addition, users of user-controlled interfaces felt that the rec-
ommender systems more accurately represented their tastes and showed the greatest
loyalty to the systems. Similarly, Pereira [101] demonstrated that users showed more
positive affective reactions to recommender systems when they had increased con-
trol over the interaction with the recommender system. Komiak et al. [62] also found
that control over the process was one of the top contributors to users’ trust in a vir-
tual agent. Supporting the importance of user control, Wang [133] noted that more
restrictive recommender systems were considered as less trustworthy and useful by
their users.

In addition to control, the structural characteristics of the preference elicitation
process (relevance, transparency and effort) have also been found to influence users’
perceptions of the recommender system [43]. The specific study by Gretzel and
Fesenmaier found that topic relevance, transparency in the elicitation process and
the effort required by users to provide inputs positively influence users’ perceptions
of the value of the elicitation process. The findings suggest that by asking questions,
the system takes on a social role and communicates interest in the user’s preferences,
which is seen as valuable. The more questions it asks, the greater its potential to
provide valuable feedback. Also, making intentions explicit in this interaction is
important. Although trust was not specifically measured, benevolence and intentions
are important drivers of trust and can be implied from the importance based on
transparency. Further, McGinty and Smyth [74] suggested that the conversation style
of recommender systems during the input process matters. In contrast to [43], they
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argued that the comparison-based recommendation approach which asks users to
choose a preferred item from a list of recommended items instead of a current deep
dialogue approach that asks users a series of direct questions about the importance of
product features would minimize the cost to the user and maintain recommendation
quality.

14.6.3 Process characteristics

Characteristics of recommender systems displayed during the recommendation cal-
culation process appear to influence users’ perceptions of the systems [138]. Such
process factors include information about the search process and about the system
response time. Mohr and Bitner [79] noted that system users use various cues or in-
dicators to assess the amount of effort saved by decision aids. Indicators that inform
users about the search progress help users become aware of the efforts saved by the
system. The higher users’ perceptions of the effort saved by decision aids the greater
their satisfaction with the decision process [9]. Sutcliffe et al. [125] found that users
reported usability/comprehension problems with information retrieval systems that
did not provide a search progress indicator.

Influences of system response time, i.e. the time between the user’s input and the
system’s response, have also been identified as important in a number of studies.
Basartan [8] varied the response time from a simulated shopbot and found that users
prefer those shopbots less that make them wait a long time before receiving recom-
mendations. In contrast, Swearingen and Sinha [128] found that the time taken by
users to register and to receive recommendations from recommender systems did
not have a significant effect on users’ perceptions of the system. The lengthier sign
up process increased users’ satisfaction with and loyalty toward the system [76].
Xiao and Benbasat [138] explained that the contradicting findings of previous stud-
ies regarding response time may depend on users cost-benefit assessments. They
suggest that users do not form negative evaluations of the recommender systems
when they perceive the benefits of waiting as leading to high quality recommenda-
tions. The findings of [43] regarding the relationship between elicitation effort and
the perceived value of the elicitation process support this assumption.

14.6.4 Output characteristics

Recommender system characteristics portrayed in the output stage of the recom-
mendation process are related to the content and the format of the recommendations
presented to users. Previous findings indicate that the content and the format of rec-
ommendations can have significant impact on users’ evaluations of recommender
systems [135, 138, 120, 24]. Xiao and Benbasat [138] noted that three aspects of
recommendation contents - the familiarity of the recommended option, the amount
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of information on recommended products, and the explanation on how the recom-
mendation was generated - are especially relevant when users evaluate recommender
systems.

Some studies found that more familiar recommendations increase users’ trust in
the recommender system. Sinha and Swearingen [120] found that recommended
products that were familiar to users were helpful in establishing users’ trust in rec-
ommender systems. A study by Cooke et al. [22] also observed that unfamiliar rec-
ommendations lowered users’ evaluations of recommender systems. Further, the
availability of product information appeared to positively influence users’ percep-
tions of recommender systems. Sinha and Swearingen [120] suggest that detailed
product information available on the recommendation page enhances users’ trust in
the recommender system. Cooke et al. [22] also explained that the attractiveness
of unfamiliar recommendations can be increased if recommender systems provide
detailed information about the new product.

The impacts of explanations on users’ evaluations of recommender systems have
been investigated in a considerable number of studies. Wang and Benbasat [135]
found that explanations of the recommender system’s reasoning logic strengthened
users’ beliefs in the recommender system’s competence and benevolence. Herlocker
et al. [48] also reported that explanations were important in establishing trust in sys-
tems since users were less likely to trust recommendations when they did not under-
stand why certain items were recommended to them. Recommender systems must
establish a connection between the advice seeker and the system through explana-
tion interfaces in order to enhance the user’s level of trust in the system. Similarly,
other studies [105, 131] showed that system users exhibited more trust in the case
of explanation interfaces.

The format in which recommendations are presented to the user also appears to
influence users’ evaluation of recommender systems. Sinha and Swearingen [120]
found that navigation and layout of recommendation presentation interfaces signif-
icantly influence users’ satisfaction with the systems. Swearingen and Sinha [128]
further found that interface navigation and layout influenced users’ overall rating
of the systems. Consistent with these findings, Yoon and Lee [142] showed that
interface design and display format influenced system users’ behaviors. However, a
study conducted by Bharti and Chaudhury [10] did not find any significant influence
of navigational efficiency on users’ satisfaction.

In addition, Schafer [112] suggested that merging the preferences interface and
the recommendation elicitation interface within a single interface can make the rec-
ommender system be seen as more helpful since this new “dynamic query” interface
can provide immediate feedback regarding the effect caused by individual’s prefer-
ence changes. Since this merges the input with the output interface, this suggestion
touches upon cues such as transparency already discussed in the context of input
characteristics.
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14.6.5 Characteristics of embodied agents

Recommender systems often include virtual personas guiding the user through the
process. It can be assumed that social responses are even more prevalent if the sys-
tem is personified. Indeed, the important role and impacts of embodied interface
agents in the context of recommender systems have recently been emphasized in
a number of studies. For example, the presence of a humanoid virtual agent in the
system interface was found to increase system credibility [85], to augment social
interactions [106], to enhance the online shopping experience [53], as well as to
induce trust [136]. With growing interests in such interface agents, a number of
studies has started investigating if and how certain characteristics of the interface
agent influence recommender system users’ perceptions and evaluations.

One of the important identified characteristics of agents is anthropomorphism.
Anthropomorphism is defined as the extent to which a character has either the
appearance or behavioral attributes of a human being [96, 97, 60, 95]. Many re-
searchers have found that anthropomorphism of embodied agents influences peo-
ple’s interactions with computers (e.g. [96, 60, 95]) and specifically with recom-
mender systems [106]. Yet, the benefits and costs of anthropomorphic agents are
debatable. For example, more anthropomorphic interface agents were rated as being
more credible, engaging, attractive and likeable than less anthropomorphic agents in
some studies [97, 60] while other studies found contrasting results [96, 95, 87]. The
social cues communicated by the inclusion of such agents might create expectations
in the users that cannot be met by the actual system functionalities.

Human voice is a very strong social cue that has been found to profoundly shape
human-technology interactions [88]. However, findings in the context of embodied
interface agents are not widely available and are currently inconclusive. The voice
output of interface agents was found to be helpful in inducing social and affective
responses from users in some studies [106, 82] but other studies found that socia-
bility is higher when the system avatar only communicated with text [124]. The
demographic characteristics of interface agents have also been found to influence
system users’ perceptions and behaviors. Qiu [106] reports that system users eval-
uated the system as more sociable, competent, and enjoyable when the agents were
matched with them in terms of ethnicity and gender, thus supporting the homophily
hypothesis. Cowell and Stanny [25] also observed that system users prefer to inter-
act with interface characters that matched their ethnicity and were young looking.
A study by Nowak and Rauh [97] indicated that people showed a clear preference
for characters that matched their gender.

In addition to similarity cues, other source characteristics have also been inves-
tigated in the context of embodied interface agents. The effects of attractiveness
and expertise of interface agents were tested by Holzwarth et al. [53]. They found
that an attractive avatar is a more effective sales agent at moderate levels of prod-
uct involvement while an expert agent is a more effective persuader at high levels
of product involvement. Further, the potential impacts of non verbal behavior cues
including facial expression, eye contact, gestures, para-language and posture of in-
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terface agents were emphasized by Cowell and Stanney [25]. However, research in
this area is currently very limited.

14.7 Discussion

Swearingen and Sinha [128] noted that the ultimate effectiveness of a recommender
system depends on factors that go beyond the quality of the algorithm. Neverthe-
less, recommender system features are oftentimes implemented because they can
be implemented. They might be tested in the course of overall system evaluations
or usability studies but are rarely assessed in terms of their persuasiveness. Häubl
and Murray [47] demonstrated that recommender systems can indeed have profound
impacts on consumer preferences and choice beyond the immediate recommenda-
tion. Thus, conceptualizing recommender systems not only as social but also as
persuasive actors is crucial in understanding their potential impacts. The above re-
view of the literature suggests a wide array of recommender system characteristics
which could be influential. Following the paradigm of “Computers as Social Ac-
tors” [108, 36], recent recommender system studies have started emphasizing the
social aspects of recommender systems and stress the importance of integrating so-
cial cues to create more credible and persuasive systems [134, 106, 3]. This recog-
nition of recommender systems as social actors has important implications for rec-
ommender systems research and design. Most importantly, conceptualizing human-
recommender system interactions as social exchanges means that important source
characteristics identified as influential in traditional advice seeking relationships can
also be seen as potentially influential in human-recommender system interactions.

14.8 Implications

Understanding the influence of source characteristics when evaluating recommender
systems has many implications of theoretical and practical importance. From a the-
oretical perspective, the classic interpersonal communication theories need to be
expanded in scope and applied to understand human-recommender system relation-
ships. By applying classic theories, researchers can test and examine various as-
pects of human-recommender system interactions. However, the unique qualities of
human-recommender interactions should be considered when applying these the-
ories and when developing methodologies to test them. Further, while some rec-
ommender system-related research exists with respect to source characteristics, the
efforts are currently not very systematic and sometimes inconclusive. Clearly, more
research is needed in this area so that a strong theoretical framework can be built.

From the practical perspective, understanding recommender systems as social
actors whose characteristics influence user perceptions helps system developers and
designers to better understand user interactions with systems. Social interactions
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thrive on trust and are also subject to persuasion. The way in which preferences are
elicited, the way recommendations are derived, and the more insight users have in
these processes, the greater perceptions of credibility and the greater the likelihood
for a recommendation to be accepted [43]. Hybrid systems, explicit elicitation and
generally giving users control over the process seem to be highly effective strategies
[113, 114, 138, 16, 137, 101]. The dynamic query interface suggested by Schafer
[112], which merges the preferences interface and the recommendation elicitation
interface within a single interface, may be one way to help users feel that they have
control over the system since the interface can provide immediate feedback regard-
ing the effect caused by individuals’ preference changes. During interaction with
recommender systems, response times needs to be kept short [8] and the specifics
of the search process should be communicated to users [79, 9, 125] to demonstrate
the system’s efforts as this will influence credibility perceptions. When generating
recommendations, more familiar recommendations with detailed product descrip-
tions [22] and explanations regarding the underlying logic of how the recommen-
dation was generated [133, 48] would increase users’ perceived credibility of the
system. A good understanding of users’ system use history and patterns using a so-
phisticated data mining technique would help the systems generate more familiar
recommendations to users. Along with the text descriptions of recommended prod-
ucts, recommender system designers may consider providing virtual product expe-
riences. Jiang and Benbasat [56] noted that a virtual product experience enhances
consumers’ product understanding, brand attitude, purchase intention as well as de-
creases the perceived risks. Adding virtual experiences of products enables the users
not only to have a better understanding of the recommended products but also to
inspire greater attention, interest and enjoyment. Recommender system designers
should also pay attention to the display format of the recommendations [128, 142].
Navigational efficacy and design familiarity and attractiveness need to be considered
when the recommendations are presented to users.

Most importantly, research regarding source characteristics in the context of rec-
ommender systems provides implications regarding the design of credible and per-
suasive recommender systems. The challenge for design is to find ways in which
source characteristics such as similarity, likeability and authority can be manipu-
lated and translated into concrete design features that fit within the context of rec-
ommender systems. For instance, presenting third party seals signaling the authority
of the system can increase the overall credibility of systems. Similarity between rec-
ommender systems and users can be implemented by the use of needs-based ques-
tions that elicit users’ product preferences and their choices of the decision strategies
the users prefer [138]. Manipulating personalities (e.g. extraversion or introversion)
of recommender systems to match with users’ by varying communication style and
voice characteristics was also suggested in [49, 80]. One way in which some char-
acteristics can be more easily implemented is by adding an embodied agent to the
system interface. The embodied agent serves as the representative of the system and,
thus, emphasizes the social role of the system as the advice giver [141]. Voice inter-
faces can be another way to translate source characteristics into credibility-evoking
recommender system design.
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From the marketing point of view, creating credible and persuasive recommender
systems is important since the recommender systems play similar roles as human
salespersons in physical stores who interact with consumers and advise consumers
in terms of what to buy [134, 62]. Thus creating more sociable and credible recom-
mender systems will help marketers to enhance their e-services.

14.9 Directions for future research

While existing studies have identified and tested a number of influential source
characteristics in human-recommender system advice seeking relationships, many
potential characteristics suggested by general communication theories such as au-
thority, caring, non verbal behaviors like facial expression and gestures, and humor
have not been examined. Those unexamined characteristics need to be successfully
implemented and also empirically tested in future recommender system studies.

The identified and tested source characteristics also need to be more precisely
examined. The effects of source characteristics on judgments of source credibil-
ity are often found to be complex rather than linear in previous studies conducted
in human-human advice seeking contexts [99]. Since situational factors, individual
differences and product type can also play a significant role in determining the rec-
ommender system credibility, relationships will have to be specifically tested for
specific recommender systems to provide accurate input for design considerations.

In addition, there can be additional source characteristics that might not be promi-
nent in influencing advice seeking relationships among human actors but are impor-
tant aspects to be considered in the realm of recommender systems. For instance,
anthropomorphism of the technology has been identified as an important character-
istic that influences interactions with technologies [60, 96] while it is of course not a
critical characteristic in interactions among human actors. The realness of interface
agents can also be considered as a potentially influential source cue. There is some
evidence that users are less likely to respond socially to a poor implementation of
a human-like software character than to a good implementation of a dog-like char-
acter [59]. In future research, such additional source cues need to be identified and
tested.

Some of the source characteristics have been tested in isolation from another.
In order to investigate interaction effects, different source cues should be tested
simultaneously if it is possible. This will help with understanding the relationships
among various source factors.

Overall, the literature presented in this chapter suggests that there is a great need
for research in this area. It also suggests that new methodologies might have to be
developed to investigate influences that happen at a subconscious level. Especially
a greater emphasis on behavioral measures of recommendation acceptance seems to
be warranted if the persuasiveness of recommender systems is to be evaluated.
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